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Polymorphism of XRCC1 predicts overall survival of
gastric cancer patients receiving oxaliplatin-based
chemotherapy in Chinese population
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Pharmacogenetic advances in cancer chemotherapy have the potential to predict clinical benefit to
particular regimens. Platinum agents have shown to be effective in the treatment of gastric cancer. We
assessed whether single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in xeroderma pigmentosum group D (XPD),
X-ray repair cross complementing group 1 (XRCC1) and glutathione S-transferase P1 (GSTP1) predicted
overall survival in gastric cancer patients receiving oxaliplatin-based chemotherapy in Chinese population.
SNPs of XPD-751, XRCC1-399 and GSTP1-105 in 62 gastric cancer patients were evaluated using the
TaqMan 50 nuclease assay. Genotypes were correlated to survival. The median overall survival time was
322 days (range: 56–2058 days). The median survival times for patients with Arg/Arg or Arg/Gln
genotypes of XRCC1 gene were significantly longer than others (P¼0.03). For 58 patients with ECOG PS
(Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group performance status)r2, more obvious significance was
demonstrated (P¼0.002). Patients with XRCC1-399 Gln/Gln genotype demonstrated a significant worse
survival. No significant association was found between SNPs of XPD-751, GSTP1-105 and survival
(P¼0.125, 0.475, respectively). XRCC1 genotyping might make tailor chemotherapy possible for gastric
cancer patients treated with oxaliplatin-based chemotherapy.
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Introduction
Gastric cancer is the second leading cause of cancer death

worldwide, with the highest incidence in China, Japan

and Eastern European countries.1 Postoperative chemo-

radiotherapy has become the standard of care in the

treatment of gastric cancer. Fluoropyrimidines, platinums,

taxanes and their combinations were shown to be effective

in the treatment of gastric cancer. However, the response

rates of these drugs or their combinations were less

than 50%.2–4

Individual chemotherapy based on pharmacogenetics

and pharmacogenomics has shown a potentially predictive

role to achieve superior outcome in retrospective and

perspective studies in lung cancer.5 –6 However, little is
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known in gastric cancer pharmacogenetics. Cisplatin or

oxaliplatin is commonly used with 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) as

chemotherapy doublets in the treatment of advanced

gastric cancer. Genetic polymorphisms in genes involved

in DNA repair, drug metabolism and detoxification path-

ways may influence the activity of these two chemo-

therapeutic agents, contributing to the individual variability

of drug response and toxicity.7

Some researches have demonstrated that suboptimal

DNA repair within the tumor may actually lead to the

decreased removal of platinum–DNA adducts and, there-

fore, increased clinical response and may be a prognostic

factor for improved survival to platinum chemotherapy.8

Members of the nucleotide excision repair (NER) and base

excision repair (BER) pathway are thought to be key genes

in DNA repair. Xeroderma pigmentosum group D (XPD)

and X-ray repair cross-complementing group 1 (XRCC1),

important players in NER and BER pathways respectively,

showed potential influence on platinum sensitivity of

tumor cells.9 Their functional single nucleotide poly-

morphisms (SNPs), for example, the XPD Lys751Gln and

XRCC1 Arg399Gln, were considered to be predictive factors

for patients receiving platinum-based chemotherapy.8

Increasing evidence has suggested an important role for

drug-metabolizing enzymes in determining interindividual

variations in therapeutic response. Resistance to platinum

agents may also depend on altered detoxification path-

ways. It has been suggested that genetic polymorphisms in

certain glutathione S-transferase (GST) genes reduce the

effectiveness of detoxifying cytotoxins generated by chemo-

therapeutic agents.10 Glutathione S-transferase P1 (GSTP1)

plays an important role in detoxification of a variety of

chemotherapeutics, including platinum. An A/G SNP

located within the substrate-binding domain of GSTP1,

which results in valine replacing isoleucine, diminishes

GSTP1 enzyme activity.11

As SNP displays ethnic variations, to clarify the impact of

polymorphisms in these three genes involved in the

detoxification and also DNA repair pathway, we investi-

gated the association between these polymorphisms and

overall survival in Chinese gastric cancer patients treated

with 5-FU/oxaliplatin combination chemotherapy.

Patients and methods
Patients

Patients included in this study had gastric cancer and were

treated with 5-FU plus oxaliplatin as first-line chemother-

apy. All patients were administered a modified FOLFOX

regimen that consisted of a 2-week cycle of oxaliplatin

(85mg/m2), combined with bolus 5-FU (300mg/m2),

leukovorin (200mg/m2) and continuous infusion of 5-FU

(600mg/m2).

Overall survival was the end point in the present study.

Survival time was calculated from the date of diagnosis to

the date of last follow-up or death from any cause. All

patients agreed to perform genotype analyses in this study.

Genotyping

Blood sample was collected before chemotherapy, and

genomic DNA was extracted from 200 ml whole blood using

the QiaAmp kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). SNPs in XPD

Lys751Gln, XRCC1 Arg399Gln and GSTP1 Ile105Val

were assessed by 50 nuclease allelic discrimination assay

(TaqMan) using a fluorescent temperature cycler (Mx3000P

Real Time PCR System, Stratagene). Briefly, the 20 ml PCR
mixture contained 50ng of DNA, 1� absolute QPCR Mix

(ABgene, Surrey, UK), 900nM of primers and 250nM of

probes. The PCR conditions were 501C for 2min and 951C

for 15min, followed by 45 cycles at 951C for 15 s and 601C

for 1min. Sequences of primers and probes are available on

request. For each SNP, a minimum of 20 randomly selected

DNA samples were genotyped at least twice to confirm

the results.

Statistical analysis

Demographic and clinical information was compared

across genotypes using Fisher’s exact test and one-way

analysis of variance, where appropriate. The Kaplan–Meier

method was adopted to estimate survival curves, and the

log-rank test was used to compare patients’ survival time

between genotype groups. Cox proportional hazard model

was used to obtain the P-value for genotype corrected by

the other clinical parameters, such as ECOG PS (Eastern

Cooperative Oncology Group performance status), tumor

stage and grade. All P-values were two-sided. Statistical

significance was defined as Po0.05. Therefore, the sig-

nificant level with Bonferroni correction was 0.01 (0.05/5).

All analyses were performed with the SPSS Version 13.0

software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) and statistical

software R (the R project for statistical computing; http://

www.r-project.org/).

Results
Patients

A total of 62 gastric adenocarcinoma patients, definitely

diagnosed by histology, consisting of 45 men and 17

women with a median age of 55 years, were involved in

this study. Of all the patients, 27.4% had stage IIIA, 24.2%

had stage IIIB and 48.4% had stage IV disease at the time of

diagnosis. ECOG PS was 0–1 in 52 patients, 2 in six

patients and 3 in four patients. Detailed demographic and

disease characteristics are shown in Table 1. The median

survival time (MST) was 322 days (range: 56–2058 days).

For patients with ECOG PSr2, overall survival time ranged

from 92 to 2058 days, with an MST of 325 days.

Patients’ characteristics and their outcomes were un-

known to investigators performing genetic analysis.

The results of genotyping were disclosed to clinical
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investigators after data analysis. The study was approved by

the ethical committee of Medical School of Nanjing

University.

Genotype frequencies of polymorphisms of XPD,
XRCC1 and GSTP1

The genotyping of XPD-751, GSTP1-105 and XRCC1-399

were available for all the patients. Wild genotype (A/A) of

XPD Lys751Gln was observed in 56 (93.3%) and hetero-

zygous variant (A/C) was present in 6 (6.7%) of 62 patients.

Wild genotype (G/G) of XRCC1 Arg399Gln was observed in

20 (32.3%) and heterozygous variant (G/A) in 33 (53.2%),

whereas homozygous variant (A/A) was present in 9 (14.5%)

of all 62 patients. Wild type (A/A) of GSTP1 Ile105Val

was present in 43 (69.4%) and heterozygous variant (A/G)

was observed in 19 (30.6%) of all 62 patients. Homozygous

variants of codon 751 in the XPD gene and codon 105 in the

GSTP1 gene were not observed. Genotype frequencies for

XPD, XRCC1 and GSTP1 polymorphisms were found to be in

Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium. No significant associations

were found between any of these polymorphisms and age,

sex, ECOG status, tumor initial stage and grade.

Association between the polymorphisms and overall
survival

Polymorphisms of XPD and GSTP1 did not show statisti-

cally significant survival difference between the homo-

zygous and heterozygous genotypes. Patients with at least

one XRCC1-399 G allele genotype demonstrated signifi-

cantly superior MST (337 days and 370 days for G/G and

G/A genotypes, respectively) compared to only 212 days for

patients with A/A genotype (P¼0.03). However, the

significance was not detected by Cox regression

(P¼0.054). We performed focused analysis on 58 patients

with ECOG PSr2, and more obvious significance was

demonstrated (337, 359 and 183 days for G/G, G/A and A/A

genotypes respectively; P¼ 0.002) (Table 2). Moreover,

significance was also demonstrated after Cox regression

(P¼0.0037). Survival curve is shown in Figure 1.

Discussion
In this study, we assessed three common polymorphisms of

the XPD, XRCC1 and GSTP1 genes and determined their

association to overall survival to 5-FU/oxaliplatin chemo-

therapy in gastric cancer patients. We have shown that

a G–A transition of the XRCC1 gene at codon 399 was

significantly associated with overall survival. Compelling

survival differences in this study were apparent in indivi-

duals with ECOG PSr2.

It is still unclear how the change of amino acid at codon

399 of the XRCC1 gene polymorphism influences clinical

outcome to oxaliplatin-based chemotherapy in gastric

cancer patients. One possible explanation is the enhance-

ment of DNA repair capacity. XRCC1 is thought to be

involved in DNA single-strand break repair,12 and it also

plays an important role in the BER pathway.13 An SNP in

codon 399 was considered to be related to the DNA repair

and was likely to exhibit an effect on the protein

function.14 Several studies have reported the association

of XRCC1-399 with the risk in non-small-cell lung cancer

(NSCLC),15 colorectal cancer,16 gastric cancer17 and pros-

tate cancer.18 Additionally, reports in colorectal cancer

patients show an improved survival for patients with

XRCC1-399 G allele receiving 5-FU/oxaplatin chemother-

apy.19 Similar results were demonstrated in lung cancer,20

breast cancer21 and esophageal cancer.22 Only one recent

study has been published, supporting the pharmacogenetic

role of XRCC1-399 polymorphism in gastric cancer

patients.23 The results we report here are in agreement

with the current understanding of XRCC1 involvement in

Table 1 Demographic and disease characteristics in
gastric cancer patients

Characteristics No. of patients

Age (years)a

r55 30
455 32

Sex
Male 45
Female 17

ECOG PS
0–2 58
Z3 4

Initial staging
IIIA 17
IIIB 15
IV 30

Grading
G2 16
G2-3 13
G3 33

Abbreviation: ECOG PS, Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group
performance status.
aRange: 23–75 years; median: 55 years.

Table 2 Polymorphism of XPD, GSTP1 and XRCC1 and
survival in gastric cancer patients

Polymorphism Genotype MST (days) Log-rank test

XPD Lys751Gln A/A 317 P¼0.13
A/C 655

GSTP1 Ile105Val A/A 297 P¼0.48
A/G 347

XRCC1 Arg399Gln
All patients (n¼62) G/G or G/A 347 P¼0.030

A/A 212
PSr2 (n¼58) G/G or G/A 346 P¼0.002

A/A 183

Abbreviations: GSTP1, glutathione S-transferase P1; MST, median
survival time; XPD, xeroderma pigmentosum group D; XRCC1, X-ray
repair cross-complementing group 1.
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platinum compound-based chemotherapy. Our findings

support the hypothesis that the outcome of gastric cancer

patients receiving platinum compounds may, in part, be

due to the polymorphism of DNA repair gene.

Studies have shown the linkage between the XPD-751

and XPD-312 polymorphisms, two common SNPs of XPD

gene.24 Therefore, in the present study, we assessed the SNP

at codon 751 and did not find a significant association

between XPD-751 polymorphism and clinical outcome in

gastric cancer patients, supporting previous studies in

NSCLC.25,26 In contrast, Stoehlmacher et al27 reported that

patients with C/C genotype showed a notably increased

risk of dying, whereas patients with A/C genotype showed

an intermediate relative risk. Intriguingly, Dr Rosell and his

colleagues reported no significant association between

XPD-751 polymorphism and overall survival in NSCLC

patients in 2004,26 whereas in the recently larger sample-

involved study, they showed a significant higher risk of

death for patients with C/C genotype.20 However, no C/C

genotype was detected in our present study. These results

suggest that the polymorphisms might differ according to

racial background, which was presumed to occur in

previous studies in the Chinese population.28 It was also

suggested that larger studies should be carried out to

validate the relationship between XPD-751 polymorphism

and clinical outcome of gastric patients treated with

platinum compound-based chemotherapy.

We also found no significant association between GSTP1-

105 polymorphism and overall survival in gastric cancer

patients in Chinese population. It was in agreement with

the previous studies of colorectal and breast cancer.27,29

However, Goekkurt30 and Stoehlmacher31 showed that

GSTP1-105 G/G genotype predicted superior survival in

gastric cancer patients and colorectal cancer patients,

respectively. In this study, GSTP1-105 polymorphism did

not play a significant role in the prediction of clinical

outcome, perhaps due to the rare number of patients who

had the G/G genotype, indicating that ethnic background

eliminated race-specific variation in the distribution of

genotypes in GSTP1. Furthermore, studies have shown that

GSTP1 is involved in the detoxification of platinum

compounds, especially cisplatin, whereas no information

is available on the possible impact of GSTP1 on the

oxaliplatin pathway. Some differences seem to exist

between cisplatin and oxaliplatin detoxification/DNA

repair pathways.32 Additionally, there were some contro-

versial reports about the impact of GSTP1 on 5-FU

metabolism.33,34 Therefore, more large-scale researches

should be carried out to demonstrate the contribution of

GSTP1 in 5-FU/oxaliplatin chemotherapy.

Until now, several studies have focused on the mRNA

expressions of DNA repair genes as indicators of chemore-

sistance to platinum agents. The main obstacle to testing

these mRNA expressions is the scarcity of tumor tissue

available for RNA isolation and quantitative PCR for

formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tissue. In contrast, it is

much easier to obtain DNA isolated from peripheral blood

lymphocytes for SNPs analysis. The results we showed here

suggest that polymorphism of XRCC1 gene would well be

useful as a surrogate marker of clinical outcome in gastric

patients with ECOG PSr2 treated with platinum-based

chemotherapy. Further, prospective studies incorporating

larger numbers of patients and meta-analysis will be

necessary to validate its predicted value.
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